Crossword by Myles Mellor

Across
1 Subject of an NRPA pilot regarding walks to parks and schools, 2 words
8 Bring a historic site back to its original condition, say
10 Gung-ho
11 Sun protection
12 Gets exercise in the pool
14 Trees that grow in an awesome Northern California National Park
16 Logical
17 Succulents for parks in desert areas
18 "___ Wiedersehen"
20 NRPA initiative that saves lives, goes with 24 across, 3 words
21 Judge
22 Promotion
24 See 20 across
28 Much-hunted items at Easter
29 Eastern philosophy
30 Honor
31 Vital pollinators

Down
1 Parks help this mental strain
2 Angling
3 Tree sections
4 Capitalize on
5 Watch closely
6 Coined word for educating kids on gardening programs and where their food comes from
7 They provide natural shady canopies in city areas, 2 words
9 Docile, like donkeys
13 Apple state
14 Potato container
15 Tranquil
17 Weather
19 List for the day, 2 words
20 Bring the meal
23 Acidity measurement
25 Owns
26 Lake, in Quebec
27 Add up
28 Decline gradually